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Higher Fusion Power Gain with Current and Pressure Profile Control
in Strongly Shaped DIII-D Tokamak Plasmas

E. A. Lazarus,* G. A. Navratil,† C. M. Greenfield, E. J. Strait, M. E. Austin‡ K. H. Burrell, T. A. Casper,§ D. R. Baker,
J. C. DeBoo, E. J. Doyle,k R. Durst,¶ J. R. Ferron, C. B. Forest, P. Gohil, R. J. Groebner, W. W. Heidbrink,**
R.-M. Hong, W. A. Houlberg,* A. W. Howald, C.-L. Hsieh, A. W. Hyatt, G. L. Jackson, J. Kim, L. L. Lao,

C. J. Lasnier,§ A. W. Leonard, J. Lohr, R. J. La Haye, R. Maingi,†† R. L. Miller, M. Murakami,* T. H. Osborne,
L. J. Perkins,§ C. C. Petty, C. L. Rettig,k T. L. Rhodes, B. W. Rice,§ S. A. Sabbagh,† D. P. Schissel, J. T. Scoville,

R. T. Snider, G. M. Staebler, B. W. Stallard,§ R. D. Stambaugh, H. E. St. John, R. E. Stockdale, P. L. Taylor,
D. M. Thomas, A. D. Turnbull, M. R. Wade,* R. Wood,§, and D. Whyte††,‡‡

General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, California 92186-9784
(Received 23 February 1996)

Fusion power has been increased by a factor of 3 in DIII-D by tailoring the pressure profile to avoid
the kink instability in H-mode plasmas. The resulting plasmas are found to have neoclassical ion
confinement. This reduction in transport losses in beam-heated plasmas with negative central shear is
correlated with a dramatic reduction in density fluctuations. Improved magnetohydrodynamic stability
is achieved by controlling the plasma pressure profile width. In deuterium plasmas the highest gainQ
(the ratio of fusion power to input power), was 0.0015, corresponding to an equivalentQ of 0.32 in a
deuterium-tritium plasma. [S0031-9007(96)01257-4]

PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa
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A critical milestone in the development of controlle
fusion is the production of plasma conditions with stro
fusion self-heating, leading to a sustained fusion ignit
condition. The ratio of fusion power to input powerQ is
roughly proportional to the square of the plasma pres
and generally increases with the mean strength of
confining toroidal magnetic fieldBt and the size of the
plasma, or major radius,R. In the DIII-D tokamak, strong
shaping [1] of the plasma improves stability and allo
operation at highb with good confinement, which als
increasesQ. Here b is the ratio of plasma pressure
magnetic field pressure.

In this paper we report a significant increase in
fusion power gain in deuterium plasmas, toQdd  0.0015.
This value of Qdd corresponds to an equivalentQ in
a deuterium-tritium plasma,Qdt  0.32. Record levels
of plasma reactivity for DIII-D are obtained through t
achievement of a neoclassical level of ion transport o
most of the plasma volume. This is accomplished
control of the current profile in the target (plasma prior
application of high-power neutral beam heating) combi
with improved magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stabili
limits through control of the plasma pressure profile dur
the high-power heating phase in strongly shaped plas

Recent calculations [2–4] predict that a central reg
with negative shear in the safety factor will enhance pla
stability. The safety factorq is the number of toroida
transits of a field line for one poloidal transit, and t
shear iss2VyqddqydV whereV is the volume enclose
by the flux surface. Both fusion reactivity and plas
stability are sensitive to the form of the pressure pro
Improved core confinement with negative central sh
(NCS) has been observed in bothL-mode [5] andH-mode
[6] DIII-D plasmas, as well as in JET [7] and TFTR [8
714 0031-9007y96y77(13)y2714(4)$10.00
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H-mode plasmas are characterized by a transport ba
at the plasma edge leading to a broader pressure pr
However, NCS plasmas with anL-mode edge exhibi
strongly peaked pressure profiles and invariably disrup
beta values about a factor of 2 less than the values achi
in H mode [9]. ThisL-mode beta limit is consistent wit
ideal MHD stability limits, and broadening the pressu
profile is predicted to enhance stability and result in a la
increase in plasma reactivity for strongly shape plas
cross sections [10]. The key result from Ref. [10], relat
bp to the width of the pressure profile, is shown
Fig. 1. The ratio of the rms-average plasma pressur

FIG. 1. The highestbp ideally stable to then  1 (kink)
mode vs the pressure peaking factorp0ykpl for a form factor
p  p0s1 2 r2dn. Shown are the results for a circle and a
shape with elongation 1.7 and triangularity 0.7.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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the magnetic field pressurebp  2m0kp2l1y2yB2 is more
representative of plasma reactivity thanb. Figure 1 makes
the point that the effects of the pressure profile in sha
plasmas are much different than in circular plasmas wh
there is little sensitivity of thebp stability limit to the
pressure profile, consistent with other work [11]. T
results of the computational study shown in Fig. 1 w
a strong motivating force for these experiments. T
experimental tool used to control the pressure profile
the timing of theL-H transition, with the transition toH
mode serving to broaden the pressure profile.

This controlled transition has led to record reactivity
DIII-D plasmas, withQdd reaching values comparable
those in the larger, higher magnetic field tokamaks, J
[12], JT-60U [13], and TFTR [14]. Before discussing t
details of the experiment and analysis we present a su
of the results in Fig. 2 where neutron rateSn is plotted
against heating power. The symbols distinguish theL-
andH-mode plasmas. TheL-mode plasmas consistent
produce a lowerSn and terminate in a disruption. Th
pressure ratiop0ykpl of the L-mode plasmas is in th
range 4–5 while forH-mode plasmas this ratio is typical
2. The data points (shots 87937 and 87977) indicate
larger circles will be discussed in the remainder of t
paper. Also shown as a triangle is shot 78136 [15], aVH-
mode plasma with the highest reactivity achieved prio
the development [16] of the NCS target.

The experiment is straightforward; a target NCS plas
is created and allowed to remain inL mode until it
disrupts. The discharge is repeated. About 100 ms be
it would have disrupted anH-mode transition is induced
allowing the plasma to evolve.

In Fig. 3 we show the time evolution of selecte
quantities from 87937. The Da emission 3(a) shows th
L-H transition; also shown here are the heating po
and neutron rate evolution. In 3(b) is the control sig

FIG. 2. Results from this experiment displayed as p
neutron rate,Sn, vs neutral beam power. The solid squa
are L-mode plasmas and the open circles areH-mode. The
large open circle is 87937, discussed in Fig. 3, and the la
shaded circle is 87977, discussed in Figs. 4 and 5 and Tab
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shifting the plasma down, making the dominantX point
the one in the direction of the ion=B drift. Also shown is
the plasma responsekZl for the outer surface. Initially the
plasma is shifted upwards, suppressing theH mode. The
pressure profile broadening after the transition is sho
in 3(c) by the decrease inp0ykpl, and the concurren
rise inbp. The termination of the enhanced performan
(2.42 s) is correlated with the onset of low toroidal mo
number MHD activity. In this case, mode numbers
and 3 predominate, thoughn  1 is often observed. In
general this onset of MHD activity is correlated wit
a time when with central neutral beam deposition
reduced as a result of increased plasma density ofH-mode
plasmas. Prior to this MHD activity the neutral bea
deposition profile is quite peaked, comparable to TF
supershots [17].

We turn to 87977 (shaded large circle in Fig. 2) f
which we have more complete fluctuation data to disc
the transport and fluctuation signatures observed in th
H-mode plasmas. The transport analysis of 87977 is d
using theTRANSP[18] analysis code. The dominant powe
flow is from the neutral beams to the ions with the dom
nant loss terms being the convection and collisonal tran
to the electron channel. We will define an effective the
mal diffusivity x tot asx

tot
i  Qtot

i yni=Ti . This effective
ion thermal diffusivity avoids the difficulty of separatin
the ion heat loss into convective and conductive parts. T
knowledge of the particle sources in tokamaks is inco
plete making the decomposition uncertain. Additional
there is some controversy as to the numerical coeffici
of the convective term [19], and in this way we avoid pr
scribing a value. In the very center the neoclassical c
culations is known to be in error because the ion orbits

FIG. 3. The time evolution of selected quantities from 8793
(a) Da emission from the lower divertor region showing th
L-H transition at 2.12 s and the comencement of edge locali
modes at 2.32 s. Also shown are the staging of the hea
power and the evolution ofSn. (b) The averaged vertica
plasma position used to time theL-H transition and the control
signal (a.u.) for this position. (c) The evolution of the pressu
profile width represented asp0ykpl, and rise inbp resulting
from the L-H transition, which correlates with risingSn. The
plasma shape and limiting surface are shown as an inset.
2715
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FIG. 4. Ion thermal diffusivity vsr, square root of the nor
malized toroidal flux. The solid lines are the experime
and the dashed lines are the calculated neoclassical va
(a) Representative time during theL-mode phase. (b) Diffu-
sivity during theH-mode phase.

too large for the ordering of the calculation to be satisfi
At the edge an error is introduced because some ion o
will leave the confined region.

In Fig. 4(a) we compare the effective ion diffusivi
x

tot
i to the Chang-Hinton formula [20] for neoclassic

diffusivity at a representative time during theL-mode
high-power phase. The formula is derived in the limit
circular flux surfaces at finite aspect ratio with a correct
accounting for an impurity concentration. The drama
reduction in ion transport during theH-mode phase is
shown in Fig. 4(b). x

tot
i over the entire plasma is no

comparable to the neoclassical level. The chosen tim
50 ms prior to the peak neutron rate, whenb is in excess
of 6%. This time is just prior to the onset ofn  2 MHD
activity whenx

tot
i begins to rise again.

In Fig. 5 the ion transport is compared to a multip
ion species implementation [21] of the neoclassical fo
balances using the formulation of Hirshman and Sigm
(HS) [22] with the perpendicular viscosity of Shain
et al. [23]. This calculation is done in the equilibrium
geometry. In comparing to HS we continue to avo
the decomposition into conductive and convective p
and simply compare total heat flux from the experim
to total neoclassical heat flux:QNC

ion  QNC
cond 1

5
2 GNCTi

wherexNCni=Ti is the dominant conductive term. Th
is shown in Fig. 5. With this more complete treatme
the experimental results are above, but still compara
to, the neoclassical result. The disagreement is less
the experimental uncertainties.

This plasma reached the highest fusion gain achie
in DIII-D (Fig. 2) and was used as the basis for pr
2716
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the experimental ion heat flux (so
line) for 87977 at 2.58 s with the prediction of the H
neoclassical formulation (dashed line).

jecting the reactivity of a deuterium-tritium plasma u
der these conditions. The evolution of 87977 is sim
to 87937 shown in Fig. 3. The procedure for calculat
an equivalentQdt closely follows that applied to deuterium
discharges in TFTR [24]. No isotropic transport improv
ments were assumed. The experimental profiles (temp
tures, densities, toroidal rotation) were maintained w
the assumption of no transport differences between d
terium and tritium ions. The DT simulations for 8797
predictQdt  0.32. The valueSn  2.2 3 1016 s21 was
measured with a calibrated scintillator. Values ofSn 
2.3 3 1016 s21 measured with a fission product coun
andSn  2.5 3 1016 s21 from calculations using the ex
perimental temperature and density profiles provide c
fidence in these results. Plasma parameters are show
Table I.

Density fluctuation spectra show good correlation w
the observed behavior of the ion transport. In Fig. 6
show the power spectra of density fluctuations obser
via far-infrared scattering at a wave number of2 cm21.
The diagnostic views a large scattering volume a
spatial resolution results from the Doppler shift in t
plasma which has significant shear in the toroidal rota
velocity. Thus the highest frequencies correspond to
inner regionsr ø 0.3d while frequencies near zero resu
from light scattered from the plasma edge. A be
emission spectroscopy diagnostic observes the de
fluctuations falling below a detectable level, placing t
amplitude at less than 0.1% of the local density.

In conclusion, control of the pressure profile has be
accomplished by selective timing of theL-H transition.
The resulting increase inbp is consistent with expectation
TABLE I. Parameters of 87977 at the time of the peak neutron rate.

Ip  2.25 MA Sn  2.2 3 1016 neutronsys
Bt  2.15 T W  4.2 MJ, tE  0.4 s

Rmajor  1.67 m PNBI  17.75, dWydt  7.4 MW
rminor  0.61 m Tis0d, Tes0d  18.1, 7.5 keV

k  2.15, d  0.9 nes0d, nDs0d  10.0, 8.5 3 1019 m23

Vp  22 m3 tEytITER 2 89P  4.5
b  6.7%, bp  7.5 q95  4.2, Zeff ø 2 (carbon)

ps0d  0.33 MPa Thermonuclear neutron fraction: 0.6
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FIG. 6. Density fluctuations as observed with a far infra
scattering apparatus. The measurement observes a po
wave numberku  2 cm21.

based on ideal MHD stability calculations. The plasm
exhibit a neoclassical level of ion transport in the c
during the L-mode phase, and this level extends o
the entire plasma cross section after theL-H transition.
While an NCS target is a necessary condition, the de
of the shear do not appear to be important to the ion tr
port. The plasmas discussed here evolve to a weak
tive shear in the regionr , 0.7. Of course, the shea
outside this region is strongly positive. Plasmas with
creased shear reversal show similar ion transport bu
duced stability in that they collapse at lowerbp. The
improved energy confinement in negative magnetic s
discharges is essential in reaching high neutron rates
moderate input power. The correlation of the redu
transport with a reduction in density fluctuations sugg
microturbulence as responsible for ion transport. One
pothesis which can explain the phenomenology is ba
on the combined effects of negative magnetic shear
stabilization of microturbulence by shearedE 3 B flow
[25,26]. The negative magnetic shear allows stabiliza
of both macroscopic MHD modes and small scale M
modes in the plasma core. This stabilization allows
pressure and plasma rotation in the plasma core to b
up, thus increasing the radial electric fieldEr . The large
extent of the region of neoclassical level ion transpo
consistent with theoretical modeling ofE 3 B flow shear
suppression of turbulence at high power [27] which
allow a transport bifurcation to develop. In these exp
ments in DIII-D theE 3 B flow shear is predominantl
driven by toroidal rotation and not the ion pressure gr
ent. The improved stability and confinement has allow
DIII-D to achieve a fusion gain in deuterium plasmas
Qdd  0.0015, which extrapolates toQ

equip
dt  0.32 in a

deuterium-tritium mixture. TheQdd is comparable to tha
achieved in larger tokamaks with higher magnetic field
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